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Ancient DNA is a field of molecular evolutionary biol-
ogy that usesDNA sequence data recovered frompoorly
preserved organisms, usually deceased for hundreds to
hundreds of thousands of years. Ancient DNA data can
provide unique snapshots in time to better understand
how populations and species evolve. The field was born
in the early 1980s,when thefirst ancientDNAsequences
were recovered from preserved muscle of a quagga, a
relative of the zebra, which had been extinct for nearly
100 years. Although the early days of ancientDNAwere
marked by a few spectacular but flawed results, the field
has matured into a robust, internally rigorous scientific
pursuit with the potential to provide real insight into the
mechanisms of evolution at both the species and the
population level. Ancient DNA has benefited in partic-
ular from recent advances in high-throughput sequenc-
ing technologies and from the development of analytical
techniques that take advantage of the evolutionary
information gained by sampling genetic data over both
space and time.

GLOSSARY

Ancient DNA. A field of biology that involves extracting
and manipulating sequence data from samples that
are old and decayed in some way.

Contaminating DNA. DNA introduced into an experi-
ment from the preservation environment, from ex-
cavation, sample handling, or sample processing, or
during the experiment itself.

Coprolite. Preserved feces.
Draft Genome. Genomes of ancient DNA published be-

fore being considered sufficient in quality to be called
“complete.”

Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). A separate DNA genome
of themitochondria, which are maternally inherited
organelles found within every cell.

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). An enzymatic tech-
nique for amplifying from one to a few copies of
DNA by several orders of magnitude.

Postmortem Decay. The DNA damage that accumulates
after an organism’s death.

1. BEGINNINGS

In 1984, a team of researchers based mostly in Allan
Wilson’s laboratory at theUniversity ofCalifornia, Berke-
ley, cloned two short fragments of mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) from dried muscle taken from a 140-year-old
museum specimen of a quagga (Equus quagga), a rel-
ative of the zebra that had been extinct since 1883. This
work was the first to describe DNA preserved in
nonliving tissues in a mainstream scientific journal. It
came three years after a Chinese-language publication
reported sequences cloned from a mummified human
liver, and at the same time a German-language pub-
lication described the recovery of DNA from several
Egyptian mummies. The quagga work confirmed that
preserved tissues contained amplifiableDNAsequences.
The results captured international attention, heralding
great enthusiasm for this new source of DNA and a race
to sequence the oldest, most exciting extinct organism.
Crucially, the quagga study also notedwhat remains the
most pervasiveproblem in the field of ancientDNA: that
very little DNA survives postmortem.

An early leader in the field andwidely considered “the
father of ancient DNA,” Svante Pääbo began his work
with the aim of genetically characterizing the evolution-
ary history of Egyptian mummies. The process of rapid
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desiccation to which the bodies had been subjected im-
mediately after death should have left theDNAmolecules
in a relatively intact form, making them ideal for ancient
DNA analysis. In 1985, he recovered twomembers of the
Alu family of human repetitive DNA sequences from a
2400-year-old Egyptian mummy. Although DNA could
be recovered from only one of the 23mummies he tested,
close inspectionof the data ledPääbo to conclude that few
changes had occurred in the DNA postmortem.

A fewyears later, thepolymerase chain reaction (PCR)
was invented. This reaction makes millions of copies
fromonly one or a few startingmolecules ofDNA; it also
allows specific DNA sequences to be targeted, providing
themeans for focused evolutionary research. For ancient
DNA, another advantage of PCRwas the capability of a
more thorough assessment of the ancient sequences. The
enzyme used in the PCR to copy DNA was thought to
read through undamaged molecules only, so that when
errors were encountered, the reaction would simply end.
In contrast, the enzymes that had been used during mo-
lecular cloning maintained the ability to repair damaged
DNA, and this repair process could potentially introduce
errors into the ancient sequences. When the same frag-
ment of quagga DNA was amplified using the PCR, the
two differences found between the quagga and its closest
relative, the plains zebra, turned out to be no different at
all. Damage, it seemed, was going to be a problem.

In 1989, Pääbo used the PCR to assess DNA survival
in differently aged remains collected from a variety of
locations. These results were instrumental in securing a
place for ancient DNA as a credible scientific endeavor
while warning future practitioners of the specific chal-
lenges associated with working with ancient material.
He showed that ancient DNA sequences contain chemi-
cal modifications, including strand breaks, DNA cross-
links, andmodified bases, that make their recovery chal-
lenging. He proposed an inverse relationship between
fragment length and the number of surviving molecules
of that length. He noted that DNA preservation is not
determined by specimen age but by the environment in
which the specimen was preserved. And crucially, he
pointedout that contaminationbymodernDNA is likely
to be the most serious challenge of working with ancient
specimens. All these observations remain relevant to an-
cient DNA research today.

2. THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING CLEAN

DNAdamageandcontaminationare the twobiggestprob-
lems facing ancient DNA researchers. Initially, degrada-
tion occurs through the action of endogenous nucleases.
In some circumstances, including rapid desiccation or
deposition in very cold, dry, or salty environments, these
enzymes will themselves be degraded before they can

destroy all the DNA; however, even in ideal circum-
stances, environmental processes such as exposure to
oxygen andwaterwill slowly but steadily break down the
surviving DNA until what remains is too damaged or
fragmentary to be useful. Eventually, the continuous
breakdown of DNA will result in only a few surviving,
nonfragmentedmolecules per sample. Themost common
form of hydrolytic damage in ancient DNA specimens is
deamination, in particular the conversion of cytosine to
uracil. This results in the template DNA being read as
a thymine, rather than cytosine, and in the erroneous
incorporationof an adenine in the complementary strand.
Although the exact numbers are still a matter of debate,
this formofDNAdamage is thought to account for nearly
all misincorporated bases observed in amplified ancient
DNA sequences. In addition to base misincorporations,
double-strand breaks and DNA crosslinks are both com-
mon in ancient DNA samples; both lead to the amplifi-
cation of only very short fragments ofDNA.Expectations
about DNA damage, and in particular the observation
of cytosine deamination, are now used to distinguish
authentic ancient DNA from contaminating DNA, and
new phylogenetic models use information about damage
to estimate the probability that certain mutations are due
to decay rather than to evolution.

Avarietyof experiential protocolshavebeen suggested
to minimize the impact of DNA damage and contam-
ination. These range from common laboratory sense, in-
cluding wearing protective clothing and sterilizing com-
ponents and work surfaces, to experimentally rigorous
procedures, such as using multiple negative controls, per-
forming independent PCRs to generate consensus se-
quences, and cloning PCRproducts to detect damage and
contamination.Most laboratories comprise two separate,
geographically isolated facilities: one in which the DNA
extraction is performedandPCR is set up, andanother for
downstream (post-PCR)molecular biologywork.This, in
combination with a streamlined daily workflow inwhich
researchers never move from the modern to the ancient
lab, helps to ensure that amplified ancient DNA does not
itself become a contaminant. These protocols have been
modified over the years as technologies advance and as
more is learnedabouthowDNAdegrades. For example, a
requirement that was widely adopted in 2000, that each
ancient DNA sequence be independently replicated in a
separate laboratory, has been largely abandoned as high-
throughput sequencing and population sampling have
become more common, and hence contamination easier
to identify.There is nodoubt, however, that ancientDNA
is sensitive to postmortem damage and contamination,
and that care should be taken to ensure that published
results are authentic.

Before these protocols were put in place and their
importance made clear, the race to publish the oldest
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DNA produced several results subsequently shown to be
false. This period during the 1990s can be considered the
“dark days” of ancient DNA. First, a 790-base-pair (bp)
fragmentof chloroplastDNAfroma16-million-year-old
magnolia leaf was published. These data were met ini-
tiallywith skepticism, as itwas unclear thatDNA should
survive for that long, even in the best possible conditions.
Not surprisingly, these results were soon shown to be
derived from contaminating bacteria. Next, bacterial
DNA sequences and DNA from insects were reported
from pieces of amber 25–120 million years old. Despite
repeated attempts, these results could not be reproduced,
but popular culture was already inspired, spawning
movies such as Jurassic Park in 1993. In 1994, the first
dinosaurDNAwas published, purportedly isolated from
a fossilized 80-million-year-old bone. To achieve this,
researchers performed 2880 PCRs on twoDNA extracts
from the same bone, resulting in amplification of nine
170-bp fragments of mitochondrial DNA. Reanalysis of
these fragments by different groups showed them to be
mammalian in origin, andmost likely a human sequence
that, at the time, was not available in a public database
for comparison.

These early missteps have not stopped ancient DNA
researchers from pushing the technique’s temporal limit.
During and since the dark days, several hundred-million-
year-old bacterial sequences from rocks excavated from
salt mines have been published, as have Miocene plant
DNA, and protein sequences from two different dinosaur
bones. None of these results have been independently rep-
licated, and many remain skeptical about their authen-
ticity; nonetheless, DNA sequences have been recovered
and authenticated that are very old, including sequences
from 100,000-year-old bones preserved in arctic perma-
frost and temperate caves. The oldest authenticated DNA
published so far are bacterial sequences recovered from
permafrost ice cores between 450,000 and 800,000 years
old. Importantly, these very old sequences have all been
recovered fromgeographic regionswhere thepreservation
conditions favor long-term DNA survival.

3. NAME THAT BONE: INSERTING EXTINCT SPECIES
INTO MOLECULAR PHYLOGENIES

At the same time these spectacular mistakes were capti-
vating public and scientific attention, progress was being
made in the extraction and investigation of authentic
ancient DNA. For example, amplification and sequen-
cing of two mitochondrial fragments of the recently ex-
tinctTasmanianwolf confirmed that theTasmanianwolf
was more closely related to Australian marsupial carni-
vores than tomore similar-looking marsupial carnivores
from South America, indicating that their shared mor-
phological features must have evolved independently.

Thus began a period of genetically characterizing extinct
organisms that continues today.

Ancient DNA has been used to place many extinct
species in molecular phylogenies (see Section II: Phylo-
genetics and the History of Life). One of the earliest
results was to reveal that mammoths are, rather unsur-
prisingly, closely related to elephants. Complete mito-
chondrial genomes of mammoths and mastodons later
resolved this relationship further, revealing that mam-
mothsaremore closely related toAsianelephants than to
African elephants (figure 1). AncientDNA isolated from
theOxford dodo showed that this international emblem
of extinctionwas a type of pigeon, rather than in its own
evolutionary lineage as previously believed. In another
revisionary discovery, ancient nuclear DNA recovered
from the remains of several extinct New Zealand moa
revealed that the three described specieswere in fact only
two, and that the vast size difference used to distinguish
the species from each other was actually due to pro-
nounced sexual dimorphism.

AncientDNAcanbe recovered fromany element that
has been shown to containDNA, commonly bone, teeth,
hair, seeds, muscle, or eggshells. In addition to these
individual-specific tissues, DNA can also be recovered
frommixedmaterials such as coprolites and soil.Despite
being exposed tomore damage-inducing influences than
DNA preserved within bones, coprolite-recovered se-
quences are as reliable as those produced from bone.
More interestingly, DNA extracted from coprolites pro-
vides both genetic information about the defecator and a
genetic survey of that individual’s last few meals. Sedi-
mentary DNA, likely from a combination of shed cells
and decaying plant material, provides the means to
characterize ancient communities in the absence of mac-
rofossil remains, circumventing potential problems with
differential survival of representativemembers of the ex-
tinct community, wherein certain species may not leave
large numbers of fossils, or certain environments may not
be amenable to the long-term preservation of DNA. The
DNA present in soil is generally “naked,” not bound to
anything and therefore not protected from bombardment
by damage-inducing environmental events. This makes it
difficult to distinguish damage lesions from phylogenet-
ically informative mutations in the recovered sequences.
Nonetheless, sedimentary DNA does make it possible
to identify when and where species were present, po-
tentially extending the range of locations and species
that can be studied using ancient DNA.

4. ANCIENT POPULATION GENETICS
AND PHYLOGEOGRAPHY

Most of the studies mentioned above use material re-
covered either from caves, where the ambient moisture
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and temperature tend to remain constant in both the
short and long term, or from the Arctic, where remains
are preserved in permanently frozen soil (permafrost).
While authentic ancient DNA has been recovered from
warmer climates (e.g., Florida, the Caribbean), consis-
tently cold places (e.g., Siberia) are by far the richest
source of material for ancient DNA analysis. This per-
haps explains why, as the field moves toward analyzing
populations of individuals rather than single individuals
representing an extinct species, the focus has mostly
been on Arctic and cave-dwelling species.

Thefirst analyses of changes in geneticdiversitywithin
populations through time, however, took advantage of
younger, museum-preserved skins that were more likely
better preserved than ice age bones. One of the first
population-level analyses amplified mtDNA from skins
of three geographically isolated populations of the
Panamint kangaroo rat in California collected early in
the twentieth century. These data skins were compared
with data collected from the same localities but in 1988;
surprisingly, the populations had remained genetically
isolated from each other throughout the period spanning
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Figure 1. Complete mitochondrial genomes have now been se-
quenced for the extinct mammoth and mastodon, as well as for both
living elephant species. These data have been used to infer both the
branching order of the elephantid phylogeny (revealing that mam-
moths are more closely related to Asian elephants than to African
elephants) and the timing of diversification between the different

lineages. Elephants are only one example of lineages for which the
addition of ancient DNA data has provided significant resolving power
for long-standing phylogenetic and taxonomic questions. Other lin-
eages include pigeons, ratites, cow, and even humans. (Reproduced
from Rohland et al. 2007.)
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the sample ages. Soon after, it was shown that pocket
gophers from Yellowstone National Park have been ge-
netically isolated from nearby populations for at least
2400 years. Later, mtDNA isolated from rabbit remains
from across Europe and North Africa showed that these
populations had maintained genetic stability and strong
population structure for at least 11,000 years.

This pattern was not found for all species, however.
Sequencing of mtDNA isolated from seven permafrost-
preserved, Alaskan brown bear bones showed that the
existing geographic isolation between brown bear mito-
chondrial lineages was established 15,000 years ago,
and that prior to this time a different geographic pattern
prevailed. This work was later expanded to include 36
brown bears ranging from 2000 to more than 50,000
years old. The new results supported the original find-
ings and identified four distinct temporal periods during
which the geographic distribution of brown bear mito-
chondrial lineages had remained stable, with rapid
changes occurring between these. Climate change, in
particular that linked to the last ice age, was implicated
as the driver of most of these demographic changes.

The analysis of population genetic data sampled over
timebecamemore commonas statistical tools capable of
taking advantage of this kind of data were developed.
Two complementary approaches were introduced ap-
proximately simultaneously, and both have been used to
test the role of environmental change in driving changes
in population genetic diversity. Amajor questionwithin
the reach of ancient DNA is,What caused the extinction
of the ice age megafauna 8000 years ago? New genetic
analysis methods allow a full-probabilistic estimation
of the demographic history of a set of sampled DNA
sequences, enabling the first attempt to answer to this
question. The first large, ancient DNA population data
set contained more than 600 sequences from North
American bison, ranging from only 100 to more than
55,000 years old. These data showed clear evidence for a
peak in bison diversity around 35,000 years ago, fol-
lowed by a rapid decline toward extinction. The timing
of the beginning of this decline was surprising, as it pre-
dated both the peak of the last ice age and the first ap-
pearance of large numbers of humans inNorth America,
two competing hypotheses about the cause of the mass
extinction. Later, more sophisticated demographic mo-
dels further resolved the bison demographic history, re-
vealing that around 13,000 years ago, bison narrowly
escapedextinction; thisbottleneckwas followedby rapid
recovery of the genetic diversity that persists today.

Work on this question continues, and population data
sets now exist for six herbivores and several carnivores.
All of these seem to respond to changes in climate differ-
ently, depending on their particular habitat requirements.
Horses, for example,peak ingeneticdiversity slightlyafter

bisonpeak inNorthAmerica, probably because theywere
better able to survive once the steppe grasslands began to
disappear at the onset of the last ice age.Although the jury
isout regarding theultimate causeof these extinctions, it is
clear that climate change played a major role.

The second approach to analyzing ancient population
geneticdata takes advantageof theapproximateBayesian
computation (ABC) framework. In this framework, ge-
netic data are simulated under proposed models of pop-
ulation evolution and compared to those estimated from
realdata to identify themost likelydemographic scenario.
A major breakthrough came with another program that
allowed simulated data sets to mimic ancient DNA data
sets, in that samples could be drawn from an evolving
population at different points in time. This approachwas
used to show that 3000 years ago, the Argentinean co-
lonial tuco-tuco, a subterranean rodent, suffered a severe
population bottleneck in which it lost around 99.7 per-
cent of its mitochondrial genetic diversity.

5. ANCIENT GENOMICS

The recent technological advances collectively known as
“next-generation sequencing” have been embraced by
the ancient DNA community. These technologies allow
millions of sequencing reactions to happen in parallel by
creatingmicroreactors and/or attaching DNAmolecules
to solid surfaces or beads prior to sequencing. These
technologies provide a means to explore more fully the
amount and quality of DNA preserved in ancient speci-
mens.Theyalsomake it feasible toobtain larger amounts
of ancient data in a much less time-consuming and often
less expensive way than using traditional approaches.

The first complete ancient genomes were published in
2001, long before next-generation sequencing was state
of the art. Two teams working independently both pub-
lished mitochondrial genomes from two species of moa.
Each 17,000-bp mitochondrial genome was painstak-
ingly pieced together fromoverlapping 350–600 bp frag-
ments amplified via PCR.These genomeswere proof that
ancient genomics is feasible, and could provide useful
evolutionary information. The moa genomes were used
to estimate the timing of the divergence between ratite
birds and provide a temporal framework for the breakup
of Gondwana into smaller continental fragments (these
eventually became most of the landmasses found in to-
day’s Southern Hemisphere, as well as a few landmasses
that migrated further north).

Five years later, two complete mitochondrial ge-
nomes of the mammoth were published using different
techniques. One group pieced together the mammoth
mitochondrial genome by targeting only longer, intact
fragments, between 1200and1600base pairs in length.A
seconddevelopedamultiplexPCRapproach tocoamplify
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nonoverlapping fragments of mammoth mitochondrial
DNA in a single PCR, greatly speeding up the process of
data generation and significantly reducing the amount of
sample required to perform the experiment. In the same
year, a thirdgroup tookmammothmitochondrial-genome
sequencing into next generation.Theyused theRoche 454
technology to shotgun sequence a permafrost-preserved
mammothbone.Of the13millionbasepairs ofmammoth
DNA they recovered, 222 reads, each around 89 bp long,
mapped to the mammoth mitochondrial genome.

In a shotgun-sequencing approach, all the DNA ex-
tracted fromaparticular specimen ismade into a library,
and that DNA library is then sequenced. As a result,
sequences are generated not only from the target speci-
men but also from any bacteria or other organisms that
may have colonized the sample during its preservation
history, and any DNA that may have contaminated the
sample during processing. The sample used in this first
study was remarkably well preserved: 45.4 percent of the
sequences from the genomic library were identified as
mammoth DNA, the remainder likely coming from or-
ganisms colonizing the sample after its deposition. In
contrast, the libraries that were later used to sequence the
complete nuclear genome of the Neanderthal contained
only 1–5percentNeanderthalDNA. In this case, enzymes
targeting specific sequences present inbacterialDNA(and
absent from Neanderthal DNA) were used to chop up
bacterial DNA in the DNA libraries, thereby increasing
the ratio of Neanderthal to contaminating DNA. Draft
ancient genomes have now been published for a mam-
moth, a 4000-year-old Paleoeskimo from Greenland, a
Neanderthal, and a previously unknown hominin from
Denisova Cave in Siberia.

6. THE FUTURE OF ANCIENT DNA

Although the field of ancient DNA is nowmore than 25
years old, its potential is only beginning to be realized.
After the excitement of simply generating complete an-
cient genomes fades, a new era of ancient DNA research
is likely to emerge, in which the unique perspective al-
lowed by ancient DNA is fully recognized. While it is
impossible to knowwhat the next discovery will be, two
questions stand out.

First, what makes species unique? With the publica-
tionof theNeanderthal genome,wenowhavemuchmore
information about precisely which mutations distinguish
us from our closest living relative, the chimpanzee (see
chapter II.18). Prior to 2010, Neanderthals and humans
were known to share a derived allele at the FOXP2 locus,
which is involved in speech and language, suggesting that
a selective sweep (see chapter V.14) occurred in this re-
gion prior to the divergence between Neanderthals and
humans. The draft Neanderthal genome revealed large

genomic regions that have been under positive selection
since our divergence from Neanderthals. These regions
include genes associated with human-specific maladies,
including autism spectrum disorder and type 2 diabetes.
Learning more about these genomic regions may reveal
much about what it means to be human. Methods to
target and capture specific regions of DNA provide a
promising route to refining these observations and im-
proving our understanding of what makes species look
and act the way they do.

Second,what is the role of environmental change in the
maintenance and distribution of genetic diversity? Shot-
gun sequencing hundreds of individuals for population
genomic analyses is still too expensive; however, ap-
proaches are in development to capture specific fragments
of DNA from DNA libraries. These captured fragments
can thenbebar-coded, pooled, and sequenced together on
a next-generation platform. This approach allows hun-
dreds or thousands of loci to be sequenced simultaneously
fromhundreds of individuals. It provides a solution to the
matrilineal bias of using only mitochondrial DNA, and
much more power to detect changes in genetic diversity
associated with either particular environmental events or
episodes of natural selection.

The results of analyses incorporating ancient DNA
datahave ranged fromobvious (that amammoth is close-
ly related to an elephant) to surprising (that all non-
African humans still contain some Neanderthal DNA).
Regardlessofwhathappens in thenext 25years, it is clear
that the perspective gained from these data has benefited
many aspects of evolutionary research. We know much
more about the evolution of life on earth, about how
populations respond to climate change, and about our
own, recent evolutionary history than we could have
known without ancient DNA.
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